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thoreau Dying

In the last year of his life, Thoreau was stricken by consumption 

and confined indoors. His friend Ellery Channing reported that he 

never again mentioned the fields and woods of Concord.

1
The fevers come again, a hundredweight of stone
crushed across the holy wheels
of breath. Lungs, the bronchial snow.
Language comes, and objects, in my room.
Faces housed in caution. I keep on stealing sticks
to store for the birds’ nests building
just the other side of glass, keep
spirits in my pocket. I believe
in pockets of spirits, believe in sparrows
flickering in pools. How brown shapes
like the robes of monks still glide around me
at the cusp of sight. Like hawks they are,
attendant. How they wait.

2
I remember derivation. The logic-animal. Brown
spring water at the base of trees. Remember seep
and breakage. Mildews in the cellar. Mold
veins shot through loaves of bread, root hairs shot through the chink.
I remember the staunch of fingers. Cool cloth,
the clucks of birds. How a small thing squeals in terror,
plucked from its ruse of grass—

3
I swallow the brown elixirs.
They are neither more nor less. We are equally
mammal and angel, there is equal
manna and poison in our blood.
Listen: the Great Mechanic
cares nothing for the self. His one eye
is immaculate, a quick
and shiny gear. A gear so tiny
it cannot be seen.
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4
In the mountains, heavy draperies of snow.
Copper dome, gray cloud-churn
wrapped in the early falling, cuticle light of sun.
I remember rooms of bedsteads,
shoes on the wood floor turning, forcing spoons—

5
Permit an absence. Transience.
The stark, divisible moments, threads of sunlight
piercing through the leaves. I know I will not view again
the lambent cataract, the streambed lithe
as a muscle, braided light. Nor will partake
of thickets, my window edged and meting
out the sky. Hush now, you thousand
silvers of my pulse. You are not
what you thought you were. How
hot these fevers turn and rise. Speak
to me, Radiance, speak.


